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Coaching You Can
Count On

Paul Becque
Transformational Coach & Mindset Trainer
As a Transformation Coach, I help people take
their ideas and plans from where they are today,
to where they want them to be. For the past
ten years, I have worked with a wide range of
clients and love seeing people step out of their
comfort zone, enjoy real growth and achieve the
results they want and deserve.
Change requires action and consequently, my
coaching goes above and beyond the usual
lip-service and accountability chit-chat. I believe
that exceptional service is found within the
experience of lasting transformation and
empowerment, which is based on effective
choices, powerful decisions, and constructive
behaviour. Great change does not happen
overnight but you can take the right steps today.
I offer a FREE 15 minute Life Strategy call to
discover the needs of potential Clients - where
they see themselves today, what obstacles are
preventing them from achieving their goals. and
what their desired outcomes are. This initial call
can prove to be valuable and if both parties feel
that we are a good match, we can decide upon
a programme to bridge the gap.

“10/10”
“This has easily been the
best investment of my life.”
“I made more progress and
consistent change than ever before.”
A Certified Coach, Trainer and insured IICT member
Elite Breakthrough Coaching, Jack Canfield
The Coaching Academy, School of Psychology and
TM

COACH
Your Life. Your Business. Your Passion.

Paul Becque
Transformational Coach and Mindset Trainer

www.engage with success.com
request a FREE 15-min life strategy call
or FREE 45-min keynote presentation

The
coaching
programme
which starts
with your vision,
proceeds with
empowerment
and ends with
remarkable results

Total Focus Workshop

Classic Coaching

Results Programme

Create the Future You Want for Yourself

How to Have Your Best Year Ever

Create the Future You Want for Yourself

The Total Focus Workshop has been designed
to help eliminate the negatives in your life and
give you the means to create the future you want
for yourself. The workshop centres on the way
you think, what you think, the way you feel, and
the way you act and do not act.

If you’ve ever wanted to make more progress and
get more done in your life than you have any
other 12-month period, then the YB12 Classic
Programme will help you achieve exactly that.
With Paul’s coaching, you can literally transform
all areas of your life in just 12 months:
● Your Health
● Your Career
● Your Finances
● Your Relationships

Strategy, Empowerment and Results are the
three key words to describe the YB12 Results
Programme. This is NOT a confusing set of
technical processes that are introduced only to
be lost in a filing cabinet. This is an integrated,
focused and deliberate approach to achieve
measurable results for the business. When
Macquarie Bank implemented the programme
across three of their divisions, it resulted in a
200% increase in business! This amounted to an
estimated one billion dollar increase in sales for
the year immediately following the programme.

Total Focus is completed over two half-day
workshops. The focus is on mastering your mind
and your emotions to help you think above the
crowd. During the two sessions and the
intervening week, you will be encouraged to
contemplate various aspects of your life.
Your Personal 90-Day Challenge
This is a prelude to the climax of the seminars the practical use of the action planning system
for the 90-Day Challenge. This will enable you
to do more, be more and have more in the next
,.
90 days than in any other 90 day
period in your life.

You owe it to yourself to grow personally,
developing your life skills and having the best
year of your life. The Classic Programme will
make sure you achieve what it is you want.
Imagine defining exactly what you want to
achieve over the next 12 months, setting the
major goals to achieve what you want. Then,
having a step-by-step plan (which Paul calls
micro-steps) to get there faster than you can
imagine. You will have Paul as your own private
YB12 Coach to make sure you stay focused.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “Do the thing
and you will have the power.”

Benefits of the Results Programme for Business
● Establish a major vision for your organisation
and develop a strategic plan to achieve it.
● Galvanise your entire workforce around the
central vision.
● Everyone has their own individual plan and
understands their role in delivering the vision.
● Your staff receive essential life skills training.
● You have Paul coaching to keep everyone on
track and focused.

Corporate
Community
With YB12
in place, you can
absolutely achieve more
in the next 12 months than
you would normally achieve in 3-5 years

One-2-One

